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(Product specifications contained are variable and subject to change without notice.)
Enjoy a World of Innovations, that’s the motto that Injoy Motion Corporation has been representing in its daily strive to make gamers from all over the globe smile. Its roots come from more than 20 years of research and development in the field of integrating motion simulation technology with 3D animation engines generating a virtual reality environment. This cutting edge technology may be applied to a variety of fields, from highly complex national defense systems to jaw-dropping space ship flying.

- Injoy Motion Corp.

With the global trend for group activities, Injoy Motion’s range of simulators can satisfy all kinds of tastes by offering players an opportunity to experience drifting with designer cars, jumping waves with turbo speed boats, and even driving world war tanks.

The constant development and launch of new machines has also been one of the driving forces of this corporation. Always tuned to the latest demands from gamers, Injoy Motion keeps refreshing the fan’s vision and enthusiasm with the latest launches.
Smart integration of edge technology and entertainment device

Injoy Motion Corp. is an affiliation of Internet Motion Navigation Corp. (IMON) which began with heavy capital infusion focused on research and development since 1989.

The supporting members of the company’s core technology includes valuable professionals of electrical engineering, computer science, mechanical engineering, electrical controls, signal communications, art graphic displays, and industrial designs. The R&D team has devoted its focus in project applications for more than a decade, which supports and enhances the core competency of an independent, innovative, and technology-driven company.

Injoy Motion patented motion base platforms have been successfully applied to many industries. Electrical Series Motion Simulator is targeting for military training and high-end entertainment simulation purposes. Cruiser (6-axis simulator), our first innovative product made a great impact to the industry. Injoy Motion’s 3D/VR technology realizes player’s imagination and brings everybody true to life driving experience. Air Series Motion Simulator now rolls into the markets and it is mainly for amusement machine use.

Injoy Motion successfully produces simulator games with the least cost for the max values of stakeholders involved. The Air Series is featured with exciting motion base for favorable and affordable price.
Blue ocean strategy for the amusement industry

One of the solutions Injoy Motion has offered is to apply its innovative technologies to develop motion simulation video games; different from arcades, our machines can bring players true-to-life experience in going car racing, boat racing or even flying. This kind of simulation becomes a competitive edge the amusement industry can employ over the console games.

Injoy Motion has successfully integrated the motion base platform with vivid 3D animation game software and produced cost-effective simulators. Accompanied with exciting interactive game contents, Injoy Motion’s simulators provide people of all ages the joy they have never experienced before. They also attract players to leave behind the console game and come out of their homes, which assures the amusement machine industry a new flow of profit!
All for Fun, Fun for All

Injoy Motion’s collections cover present Panzer Elite Action, Power Boat, Dido Kart 1, Dido Kart 2, Street Racing Stars, Top Gunner, and Project X-Pher. These games integrate exciting video games and our patented simulation technology. Our driving and boating games’ upward, downward, left and right movements will interact closely with player’s every intention. In other words, Injoy Motion’s interactive simulation games will bring players closer to real-time actions!

Moreover, Panzer Elite Action, supported by its individual motion system, has presented a unique feel for riders in a tank cockpit environment. Power Boat was designed to apply super deluxe motions - the game is equipped with a full 360-degree movement and is often used by operators as a crowd puller. In addition, with the popularity of Dido Kart 1, Dido Kart 2 is introduced with new story settings, card functions, and exciting 3D graphics. Last, Top Gunner and Project X-Pher have become the new market topics of shooting games. Injoy Motion’s shooting game collections are all equipped with its company-designed machine guns, which provide real and highly-impacted force feedback effects!

Injoy Motion is increasing its game development talents in order to develop multiple new game projects and to update game and technical features based on customers’ feedbacks.

Furthermore, Injoy Motion will launch new types of games such as redemption games, videmption games, and music video games. These new games will be integrated with 3D graphics, touch panels, and our company’s core technology. Ultimately, we will keep bringing games that are – All for Fun, Fun for All!
SIGNATURE MOTION BASE

Electrical Series 2-axis interactive motion base

Electrical Series 3-axis interactive motion base
REAL MOTION! REAL FEEL!

AIR Series 2-axis interactive motion base plus motion seat

Air Compressor

SIGNATURE MACHINE GUNS

Changeable Light Color

Two Force Feedbacks

Duo Grips
The animals’ world is on challenge again. Injoy Motion Corp. launches a new version which depicts the cute, distinctive, and colorful animal characters in the world of Dido Kart racing.

Dido Kart 2 utilizes High-definition 3D graphics and innovative motion to improve the simulation effects. With vivid facial expression and special costume, the animal characters’ personalities are sharper and more humanized. They would lead players to race in famous tourist sights and festival celebrations around the world. Player can collect and use interesting items to improve abilities or attack competitors. You can’t imagine what is coming up the corner!

**5 Wild Pilots**

- **ARMSPON**
- **BULLY-SHARK**
- **LANCELOT**
- **SPEEDY**
- **BONNIE**

**6 Breathtaking Tracks**

- **Sakura Matsuri**
- **Street Battle**
- **Clouded Cliff**
- **Halloween Trick**
- **Ancient Arena**
- **Pirate Bay**

**Interesting Game Items**
DIDO KART 2 MDX-4

- Electrical Series 2-axis interactive motion base
- Fun Interactive Link-Ups
- Eye-Catching Flashing LEDs
- Vibrant Force-Feedback Steering Wheels
Dido Kart 2 MDX-1

Dido Kart 2 MDX-2

Dido Kart 2 MDX

- 42" LCD per car
- Electrical Power: 1φ 110 V @ 850W per car
  1φ 220V @ 850W per car
- Degree of Movement: ROLL: ±16° / PITCH: ±6° per car
- Occupant Weight Limit: 150 KGS per car

Cabinet Dimensions:
- Single(MDX-1): 135(W) X 248(D) X 225(H) cm
- Twin(MDX-2): 271(W) X 248(D) X 245(H) cm
- Multiple(MDX-4): 543(W) X 248(D) X 247(H) cm

Optional Items:
- Spare Parts:
- Extended Warranty:

10
Dido Kart 2 STD
Monitor - 32" LCD per car
Electrical Power - 1φ110 V @ 750W per car
1φ 220V @ 750W per car
Occupant Weight Limit - 150 KGs per car
Cabinet Dimensions - 107(W) X 178(D) X 204(H) cm
Optional Items
• Spare Parts:
• Extended Warranty:
Be prepared! Street racing is about to eject you from your seat. 18 recognized sports cars with an amazing look await the player to experience the powerful features such as smoking wheel-spin starts and reckless speed maneuvers. The player will feel the adrenaline rising driving in a stunning aerodynamic body kits cars.

Ultimate interactive simulation technology brings the player through 15 exciting tracks night and day scenarios in 5 leagues. Fierce competition thrilling is guaranteed.

- 18 recognized sports cars
- 15 exciting tracks
- 3 levels, 5 leagues

(Street League, Pro League, Sport League, Master League, Champion League).

- Nitro feature
- Linkable up to 4 machines
### Street Racing Stars SDX
- **Monitor**: 55” LCD per car
- **Electrical Power**: 1Ф 220V @ 1875W per car
- **Degree of Movement**: ROLL: ±6” / PITCH: ±6” per car
- **Occupant Weight Limit**: 300 KGS per car
- **Cabinet Dimensions**:
  - Single(SDX2-1): 201(W) X 241(D) X 230(H) cm
  - Twin(SDX2-2): 401(W) X 241(D) X 265(H) cm
  - Multiple(SDX2-4): 802(W) X 241(D) X 265(H) cm
- **Optional Items**:
  - Multi-Games: ____________________________
  - Spare Parts: ____________________________
  - Extended Warranty: ______________________

---

**Street Racing Stars SDX2-1**

**Street Racing Stars SDX2-2**
Street Racing Stars AIR

Monitor - 42" LCD per car
Electrical Power - 1Φ110 V @ 1320W per car
- 1Φ220 V @ 1320W per car
Degree of Movement - ROLL: ±13.5° / PITCH: ±6.5° / HEAVE: 10 cm per car
Occupant Weight Limit - 150 KGS per car
Cabinet Dimensions - 112(W) X 237(D) X 235(H) cm
Optional Items - Spare Parts:
- Extended Warranty: ___________________________
STREET RACING STARS STD

Fun Interactive Link-Ups

Vibrant Force-Feedback Steering Wheels
Street Racing Stars STD

- Monitor: 32" LCD per car
- Electrical Power: 1Φ 110 V @ 750W per car
  1Φ 220V @ 750W per car
- Occupant Weight Limit: 150 KGS per car
- Cabinet Dimensions: 107(W) X 178(D) X 204(H) cm

Optional Items:
- Spare Parts:
- Extended Warranty:
Animals are racing for the final championship in the Dido World. Panda, Dragon, Penguin, Cheetah, Sheep and Monkey have been selected from the worldwide primary races. Each player will represent his favorite animal to race for the championship. Player will choose one from the 5 gorgeous tracks for the final round by daytime or by night. Special items can be obtained on the racing tracks to beat all the competitors and win the game.

6 vivid characters.

10 gorgeous tracks.

Several tools to surpass racers.
AIR Series 2-axis interactive motion base plus motion seat
Motion Seat lift player up and down
Fun Interactive Link-Ups
Eye-Catching Flashing LEDs
Vibrant Force-Feedback Steering Wheels
Dido Kart AIR

Monitor - 42" LCD per car
Electrical Power - 1Φ110 V @ 1320W per car
1Φ220 V @ 1320W per car
Degree of Movement - ROLL: ±13.5° / PITCH: ±6.5° / HEAVE: 10 cm per car
Occupant Weight Limit - 150 KGS per car
Cabinet Dimensions - 112(W) X 218(D) X 235(H) cm
Optional Items - Spare Parts: Extended Warranty:
Dido Kart 1 STD

Monitor - 32" LCD per car
Electrical Power - 1φ110 V @ 750W per car
1φ 220V @ 750W per car
Occupant Weight Limit - 150 KGS per car
Cabinet Dimensions - 107(W) X 178(D) X 204(H) cm
Optional Items

• Spare Parts
• Extended Warranty
Power boat GT game is a magnificent speed boat simulator which will bring the player in amazing 9 racing tracks, traveling around Europe and South America commanding 10 super powerful boats. Every track won unlocks more powerful speed boats. On the track, player will obtain special weapons to attack the competitors and a powerful turbo to boost the boat.

In terms of graphics, race conditions, different cockpit views, and motion based interactions, Power Boat draws player strongly into the exciting scenes of high-speed head-to-head racing.

Several weapons to surpass competitors

9 Tracks
Power Boat GT SDX

Monitor: 42" LCD per car
Electrical Power: 1φ220 V @ 2250W
Degree of Movement: ROLL: ±10° / PITCH: ±10° / YAW: ±90°
Occupant Weight Limit: 250 KGS
Cabinet Dimensions: 140(W) X 180(D) X 240(H) cm
Optional Items:
• Spare Parts:
• Extended Warranty: 

Twin Seater
Electrical Series
3-axis interactive motion base
Vibrant Force-Feedback Steering Wheels
Fun Interactive Link-Ups

POWER BOAT GT SDX
POWER BOAT GT DX

Power Boat GT DX
Monitor: 32" LCD
Electrical Power: 1Φ110 V @ 1450W
1Φ 220V @ 1450W
Degree of Movement: ROLL: ±10° / PITCH: ±10°
Occupant Weight Limit: 150 KGS
Cabinet Dimensions: 99(W) X 160(D) X 204(H) cm
Optional Items:
• Spare Parts:
• Extended Warranty: 

Vibrant Force-Feedback Steering Wheels
Fun Interactive Link-Ups
Electrical Series 2-axis interactive motion base
POWER BOAT GT AIR

- AIR Series 2-axis interactive motion base plus motion seat
- Motion Seat lift player up and down
- Fun Interactive Link-Ups
- Eye-Catching Flashing LEDs
- Vibrant Force-Feedback Steering Wheels
Power Boat GT AIR

Monitor - 42” LCD per car
Electrical Power - 1Φ110 V @ 1320W per car
       1Φ220 V @ 1320W per car
Degree of Movement - ROLL: ±13.5° / PITCH: ±6.5° / HEAVE: 10 cm per car
Occupant Weight Limit - 160 KGS per car
Cabinet Dimensions - 112(W) X 200(D) X 235(H) cm
Optional Items • Spare Parts:
                      • Extended Warranty _____
Panzer Elite Action is based on World War II event. German famous heavy tanks named TIGER, Panther and T-IV will bring the player to the most exciting combat experience. Player will drive different tank in different mission: D-Day Landings, Recapture of Warsaw and Battle of Berlin. During the game, player can also call Air Support to break opponent’s lines.

The endless fighting scenes and unique game play make the player completely live the war zone as a fireless soldier through 22 missions. Sign in for the interactive motion system and the vivid 3D/VR graphics at its full potential, Panzer Elite Action is your simulator of choice.

- ★ 3 battlefields: Normandy, Warsaw and Berlin
- ★ 22 missions in total
- ★ 9 tanks
- ★ Air support call
PANZER ELITE ACTION DX

Cam-type & 2-axis interactive orthogonal motion base

Fun Interactive Link-Ups

PITCH

ROLL

Slider Monitor

Panzer Elite Action DX
- Monitor: 32" LCD
- Electrical Power: 1Φ110 V @ 1707W
  1Φ 220V @ 1707W
- Degree of Movement: ROLL: ±10° / PITCH: ±10°
- Occupant Weight Limit: 120 KGS
- Cabinet Dimensions: 121(W) X 165(D) X 207(H) cm
- Optional Items: • Spare Parts:
  • Extended Warranty:
Panzer Elite Action MDX

- **Monitor**: 42” LCD
- **Electrical Power**: 1Φ110 V @ 1400W
  1Φ 220V @ 1400W
- **Degree of Movement**: ROLL: ±6° / PITCH: ±6°
- **Occupant Weight Limit**: 150 KGS
- **Cabinet Dimensions**: 135(W) X 250(D) X 225(H) cm
- **Optional Items**
  - Spare Parts: ______________________
  - Extended Warranty: ______________________

**Eye-Catching Flashing LEDs**

**Electrical Series 2-axis interactive motion base**

**Fun Interactive Link-Ups**
In 2131, due to the impact of extreme climate change, humanity was forced to live underground. A century later, scientists created a new energy element “X-Pher” which gave humanity hope to return living on the surface. However, another intelligent life-form came and colonized Mother Earth. They took over X-Pher.

Players would join the elite team of United Nations to fight back the invaders. The elite team would embark on board of tanks, robots, and starship fighters. The extraordinary mission awaits you.

Players will experience combination of motion simulation driving with force-feedback shooting. The deluxe eye candy cabinet which accommodates 2 players will give the gamer an advantage of teaming up with a partner to blow the enemies away!
PROJECT X-PHER

- Duo Grips
- Changeable Light Color
- Two Force Feedbacks
Project X-Pher STD

- 42" LCD per car
- Electrical Power: 1Φ 110 V @ 950W
  1Φ 220V @ 950W
- Cabinet Dimensions: 145(W) x 107(D) x 205(H) cm
- Optional Items:
  - Spare Parts: ______________________
  - Extended Warranty: ______________________
Top Gunner is adapted from a legendary chapter of history; it will transport the player back to 1944. Days before the German troops were shifted around, a secret agent reported that the enemy troops were reluctant to surrender because they held a secret weapon. In order to verify the rumor, the Allies assigned a special unit to sneak into the heart of the enemy defenses. Things went smoothly at the beginning, but suddenly they fell into an ambush. A devastating battle starts; they doubt if they can break the siege and survive the mission.

The game is equipped with Injoy Motion signature machine guns. Our own designed guns have two force feedbacks which offer a unique feel and recoil on every shot. The true-to-life feelings will bring players into the story environment.
Top Gunner STD

Monitor: 42” LCD per car
Electrical Power: 1φ 110 V @ 950W
                  1φ 220V @ 950W
Cabinet Dimensions: 145(W) X 107(D) X 205(H) cm
Optional Items: • Spare Parts:
                  • Extended Warranty: ____________

Signature Machine Guns
Eye-Catching Flashing LEDs
http://www.injoymotion.com
E-mail: inquiry@injoymotion.com
TEL: +886-2-2267-6317  FAX: +886-2-2267-5906
TEL: +886-2-2722-4889  FAX: +886-2-2720-8258
48, Yongping Street, Tucheng District, New Taipei City 236, Taiwan